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Layers of Linguistic Analysis



Outline

• Definition of Morpheme 

• Free and Bound Morphemes 

• Bases and Affixes 

• Difficulties in Morphemic Analysis 



Important Terms 

Morphology  is the study of the internal structure of words, 
like care, careful, carefully. 

Morpheme is smallest meaningful unit in a language.

A minimal meaningful unit of a language that cannot be further 
divided (e.g. come, -ing, forming incoming).



Morpheme

A morpheme is a short segment of language that meets three          
criteria: 

1. It is a word or a part of a word that has meaning. 

2. It cannot be divided into smaller meaningful parts without 
violation of its meaning or without meaningless remainders. 

3. It recurs in differing verbal environments with a relatively stable 
meaning. 

 



An example: 
straight

The word straight /streit/ in the light of these criteria. First, we recognize it 
as a word and can find it listed as such in any dictionary. Second, it cannot  
be divided without violation of meaning. For example, we can, by dividing 
straight /stret/, get the smaller meaningful forms of trait /treit/, rate /reit/, 
and ate /eit/, but the meanings of these violate the meaning of straight.         
Furthermore, when we divide it in these ways we get the meaningless 
remainders of /s-/, /st-/, and /str-/. 

Third, straight recurs with a relatively stable meaning in such environments 
as straightedge, straighten, and a straight line. Thus straight meets all of the 
criteria of a morpheme. 



A second example
/-ən/ = make 

As a second example let us compare the morpheme bright (= light) with 
the word brighten (= make light). In sound the only difference between 
the two words is the added /-ən/ of brighten , and in meaning the 
difference is the added sense of “make” in brighten . This leads us to 
conclude that /-ən/ means “make.” Thus we see that /-ₔn/ is a part of a 
word that has meaning. 

We also know that it cannot be divided into smaller meaningful units 
and that it recurs with a stable meaning in words such as cheapen , 
darken , deepen, soften, and stiffen . It is therefore obvious that /-ən/ 
must be considered a morpheme.







Free and Bound Morphemes 

Morphemes are of two kinds, free and bound. 

• A free morpheme is one that can be uttered alone with 
meaning, such as the words straight or bright that we saw 
earlier. 

• A bound morpheme, unlike the free, cannot be uttered alone 
with meaning. It is always annexed to one or more 
morphemes to form a word. Here are a few examples: 
preview, played, active.





Bound and Free morphemes



Bases and Affixes  

• Another classification of morphemes puts them into two class
es: bases and affixes.

• A base morpheme is the part of a word that has the principal 
meaning, like denial , lovable, annoyance, re-enter. Bases 
are very numerous, and most of them in English are free       
morphemes; but some are bound, such as -sent in consent, 
dissent and assent . 



Bound Morphemes = Affixes

Affixation: is the morphological process of adding an established
prefix or a suffix to the existing base.

Suffixes attached to the end of another morpheme (such as -er/-or 
in words like opener, inventor and writer).

Prefixes attached to the beginning of another morpheme (such as
re- in words like reinvent, reopen and rewrite).



Bases and Affixes 

A word may contain one base and one or more affixes. Readability, 

for example, contains the free base read and the two suffixes            

-abil- and -ity; and unmistakable has the free base take and the      

prefixes un- and mis-, as well as the suffix -able. 





Bound Bases

All the bases in the preceding exercise are free bases. Now we 
will look at bound bases, to which it is sometimes hard to attach a    
precise meaning. 

A good number of bound bases in English come from Latin and 
Greek, such as the -sent- in sentiment, sentient , consent, assent, 
dissent, resent. The standard way to pin down the meaning is to 
search for the meaning common to all the words that contain the   
base (in these words, -sent- means “feel”). A base may have more 
than one phonemic form. In the above list it has these forms: 

/senti-/, /sens-/, /-sent/, and /-zent/





Bound Bases

This method can be difficult and baffling. An easier way that often works is 
to look up in your dictionary the word in question, like consent, and in the 
etymology find out the Latin or Greek meaning of the base. Under consent 
you will find that -sent means “feel” in Latin, and this area of meaning 
seems to have been retained for the base of all the words in the -sent list. 

Also, you will find some of the more common base morphemes listed as 
separate entries in the dictionary, like  phot-, photo- (light); xer-, xero-       
(dry); bi-, bio- (life); mis-, miso- (hate); ge- geo- (earth); biblio- (book); -
meter (measure); tele-, tel- (distant). 





Difficulties in Morphemic Analysis

The first difficulty is that you have your own individual stock of morphemes  
just as you have a vocabulary that is peculiarly your own.

 An example will make this clear. Tom may think of automobile as one 
morpheme meaning “car,” whereas Dick may know the morphemes auto- 
(self) and mobile (moving), and recognize them in other such words as          
autograph and mobilize. 

Dick, on the other hand, may consider chronometer to be a single morpheme, 
a fancy term for “watch,” but Harry sees in this word two morphemes, 
chrono- (time) and meter (measure), which he also finds in chronology and 
photometer, and Sadie finds a third morpheme -er in it, as in heater; thus,   
mete (verb) to measure, + - er, one who, or that which. 



Difficulties in Morphemic Analysis

The second difficulty is that persons may know a given morph
eme but differ in the degree to which they are aware of its 
presence in various words. It is likely, for instance, that most 
speakers of English know the agentive suffix /-or/ (spelled -er, 
-or, -ar) meaning “one who, that which,” and recognize it in 
countless words such as singer and actor. But many may only 
dimly sense this morpheme in professor and completely         
overlook it in voucher, cracker, and tumbler. 

Thus, can we say that sweater has enough pulse in its -er to be 
considered a  two-morpheme word? This will vary with the     
awareness of different individuals. 



Difficulties in Morphemic Analysis

Morphemes may slowly fade away into disuse as the centuries roll by,          
affecting our view of their morphemehood. For instance, we can be sure that 
troublesome, burdensome, lonesome, and cuddlesome are two-morpheme 
words consisting of a base morpheme plus the suffixal morpheme -some. 

Winsome, however, has an obsolete base (Old English wynn (pleasure)), so 
that the word is now monomorphemic. 

Between these two extremes are words like ungainly. This means of course 
not gainly,” but what does gainly mean? Certainly it is not in common use.  
In current dictionaries it is called “rare” or “obsolete” or “dialectal,” or is   
unlabeled. Then should we call ungainly a word of one or two or even three 
morphemes? 



Difficulties in Morphemic Analysis

Another problem results from the fact that metaphors die as language 
changes. Let us take the morpheme -prehend- (seize) as an example. In 
apprehend (= to arrest or seize) and prehensile it clearly retains its 
meaning, but in comprehend the metaphor (seize mentally) seems to be 
dead, and the meaning of the word today is merely “understand’. Does it 
then still contain the morpheme –prehend?

Another case is seen in bankrupt (bench broken). The morpheme bank, in 
the sense of a bench, may be obsolete, but -rupt is alive today in rupture 
and interrupt. The original metaphor is dead, however, and the meaning of 
these two morphemes does not add up at all to the current meaning of 
bankrupt. Is the word then a single morpheme? 



Difficulties in Morphemic Analysis

This last matter, additive meanings, is a problem in itself. Meaning is very 
elusive and when morphemes combine in a word, their meanings tend to be  
unstable and evanescent; they may even disappear altogether. Consider, for 
example, the morpheme pose (place). In ‘pose a question” the meaning is 
clear, and it is probably retained in interpose (place between). 

But in suppose and repose the meaning appears to have evaporated. Between 
these extremes are words like compose, depose, impose, propose, and 
transpose in which the sense of pose seems to acquire special nuances in      
combination Which of all these words, then, may be said to contain the        
morpheme pose (place)? Such are some of the problems in morphemic 
analysis that have plagued linguists. 



Affixes



Affixes
Outline

• Affixes ( Prefixes, Infixes & Suffixes)

•  Inflectional and Derivational Affixes 

• The Differences between Inflectional and Derivational Affixes

• Suffixal Homophones  ({-er} , {-ing}, {-d}, {-ly})



Affixes

An affix is a bound morpheme that occurs before or within or after a base. 

There are three kinds: prefixes, infixes, and suffixes, two of which you have 
already met in passing. Now we will deal with them in greater detail. 

Prefixes are those bound morphemes that occur before a base, as in import, 
prefix, reconsider. 

Prefixes in English are a small class of morphemes, numbering about seventy-five.
Their meanings are often those of English prepositions and adverbials.



Exercise 8-8 

Look up in your desk dictionary each italicized prefix. (Be careful here. If 
you are looking up the prefix in- in a dictionary, you will find various 
entries for in, including the word in itself, which you don’t want. Prefixes 
will be indicated as such by a hyphen after the morpheme; thus, in-.) 
Sometimes, when you have located the exact entry you want, you will find 
several meanings for it. From the meanings given for the prefix, choose 
the one that fits the word and write it in the first column. In the second 
column write another word containing the same prefix with the same 
meaning. Numbers 3, 7, 8 , and 11 contain variants of a prefixal 
morpheme. 





Infixes

Infixes are bound morphemes that have been inserted within a word. 

As a general rule English does not have infixes, though we should             
acknowledge a few exceptional cases. Consider, for example, what we find 
in un get at able, where the preposition at of get at is kept as an infix in 
the  -able adjective, though the preposition is usually dropped in similar 
words, like reliable (from rely on) and accountable (from account for). 

It might be tempting to consider as infixes the replacive vowels that occur 
in a few noun plurals, like the -ee- in geese, replacing the -oo- of goose, or 
those that occur in the past tense and past participles of some verbs, like 
the -o- of chose and chosen replacing the -oo- of choose. 

But these are more precisely “replacive allomorphs” and will not be 
considered   to be infixes. These allomorphs will be examined later.





Suffixes

Suffixes are bound morphemes that occur after a base, such as shrinkage, 
failure, noisy, realize, nails, dreamed. 

Suffixes may pile up to the number of three or four, whereas prefixes are 
commonly single, except for the negative un- before another prefix.            

In normalizers we perhaps reach the limit with four suffixes: the base 
norm plus the four suffixes -al, -ize, -er, -s. When suffixes multiply like 
this, their order is fixed: there is one and only one order in which they 
occur. 







Inflectional and Derivational Affixes



Inflectional and Derivational Affixes

• Inflectional (grammatical): 

For example, changing singular to plural (dog → dogs), or changing 
present tense to past tense (walk → walked ). 

• Derivational (meaning):

 The new word has a new meaning, "derived" from the original word, 
for example, teach → teacher or care → careful.



Inflectional Suffixes 





Derivational Affixes

Derivation is the process of creating new words that a meaning related 
with the original word by adding derivational affixes. It deals with the 
study of the formation of new words, like:

kind (adj.)  – kindness (n.)

final (adj.) – finalize  (v.)

solve (v.)     – solvable (adj.)

quick (adj.) – quickly (adv.)

man (n.)      – manhood (n.)



The Differences between 
Inflectional and Derivational Affixes

The words to which these suffixes are attached are called stems. The stem 
includes the base or bases and all the derivational affixes. Thus, the stem of    
cowboys is cowboy and that of beautified is beautify . 

The inflectional suffixes differ from the derivational suffixes in the following 
ways, to which there are few exceptions:

1. The inflectional suffixes do not change the part of speech. like: sled, sleds 
(nouns), cough, coughed (verbs), cold, colder (adjectives). 

 While derivational affixes may (or may not) change the part of speech, like:

 kind (adj.)/kindness (n.), man (n.)/manhood (n.)



The Differences between 
Inflectional and Derivational Affixes

2. The Inflectional suffixes close off a word, like: waited, villainies, 
industrializing. However, derivational suffixes do not close off a word; that is 
after a derivational suffix one can sometimes add another derivational suffix 
and can lastly add an inflectional suffix. Like, to the word fertilize, which ends 
in a derivational suffix, one can add another one, -er ; and to fertilizer one can 
add the inflectional suffix-s (fertilizers), closing off the word. 

3. The Inflectional suffixes go with all stems of a given part of speech. 
Examples: He eats, drinks, dreams, entertains, motivates. While words with 
which derivational suffixes combine is an arbitrary  matter, To make a noun 
from the verb adorn we must add –ment ( no other suffix will do), whereas 
the verb fail combines only with -ure to make a noun , failure.

 

 



The Differences between 
Inflectional and Derivational Affixes

4. The Inflectional suffixes do not pile up; only one ends a word. Examples:  
flakes, working, higher. An exception here is (s pl ps), the plural possessive of 
the noun, as in: the students’ worries. However, we can add several                
derivational suffixes to a base, like:  normalizer (-al, -ize, -er).

5. The Inflectional affixes are mainly suffixes, like: books, worked, playing,   
taller.   But the derivational affixes can be prefixes (sure (adj.)-ensure (v.)) and   
suffixes (short (adj.) shorten (v.)) 



To sum up 

Inflectional

1. They never change the part of speech.

2. They close off a word.

3. They go with all stems of a given part 

of speech.

4. They do not pile up.

5. They are mainly suffixes.

Derivational

1. They may change the part of speech.

2. They do not close off a word.

3. Words with which derivational suffixes 

combine is an arbitrary matter.

4. They pile up.

5. They can be prefixes and suffixes.











Paradigm

A glance in the dictionary will reveal that many words have relatives, close 
and distant, and in grammatical study it is often necessary to examine         
families of related words. To label such families we employ the word 
paradigm. 

There are two kinds of paradigms, inflectional and derivational. The infle
ctional will be explained in greater detail later. The derivational paradigm   
is a set of related words composed of the same base morpheme and all 
the derivational affixes that can go with this base. Here is an example:

 man, manly, mannish, manful, manhood, manikin, unman, manliness, 
manward, manfully, mannishly. 





Check!

disestablishmentarianism



Suffixal Homophones 



Suffixal Homophones 

Homophones:

Each of two or more morphemes having the same pronunciation 
but different meanings. For Example - er:

teacher  (n.) (-er = one who) = derivational 

taller (adj.) (-er = more ( comparative)) = inflectional 



Suffixal Homophones 

Some suffixes, both inflectional and derivational, have homophonous forms. 
The inflectional morpheme {-er cp} has two homophones. 

The first is the derivational suffix {-er n}, which is attached to verbs to 
form nouns. This is a highly productive suffix, that is, it is used to produce 
hundreds of English nouns, such as hunter, fisher, camper, golfer, lover. It 
is often called the agent -er and conveys a meaning of “that which performs 
the action of the verb stem,” as in thriller and teacher. 

It may also be attached to nonverbal stems, such as probationer, 
New Yorker, teenager, freighter. The -er on such words could be said to 
convey a more general meaning of “that which is related to”; and because 
this meaning is inclusive of the previous one, both these -er suffixes can be 
considered to belong to {-er n}. 



The Second Derivational -er Morpheme

The second derivational -er morpheme appears at the end of 
such words as chatter, mutter, flicker, glitter, patter. This 
{-er rp} conveys the meaning of repetition. 

The acceptance of this {-er rp}, however, is problematic and 
raises questions about the analysis of the remainders in words 
of this class. For example, if the -er in glitter is a morpheme 
meaning repetition, we are left with the remainder glitt-, 
whose morphemic status is dubious. 





The Suffix {-ing}

The verbal inflectional suffix {-ing vb} has two homophones in –ing:

The first one is the nominal derivational suffix {-ing nm}, which is found   
in words such as meetings, weddings, readings. This nominal {-ing nm} is 
obviously derivational, because it permits the addition of an inflectional 
suffix to close it off, the noun plural {-s pl}. 

When such a word occurs alone without the inflectional suffix, e.g., meeting
, the -ing is ambiguous, for it could be either {-ing vb}, as in “He was        
meeting the train” or {-ing nm}, as in “He attended the meeting." 



The Suffix {-ing}

The second homophone of {-ing vb} is the adjectival morpheme {-ing aj}, 
as in a charming woman. 

There are two tests by which the verbal {-ing vb} can be distinguished       
from the adjectival {-ing aj}. 

1- The verbal {-ing vb} can usually occur after as well as before the noun 
it modifies, for example:

• I saw a burning house. 

• I saw a house burning. 



The Suffix {-ing}

The adjectival {-ing aj} can be preceded by a qualifier such as very, rather, 
quite, or by the comparative and superlative words more and most, as in:

 

• It is a very comforting thought. 

• This is a more exciting movie. 

But not  :*1 saw a rather burning house. 

Also, compare: that interesting snake 

that crawling snake



The Suffix {-ing}

The adjectival {-ing aj} can occur after seems: 

That snake seems interesting. 

Whereas the verbal {-ing vb} cannot: 

*That snake seems crawling. 





The Suffix {-d pp}

The verbal inflectional {-d pp} has a homophone in the adjectival derivational 
{-d aj}, as in: 

Helen was excited about her new job. 

She was a devoted mother. 

The adjectival {-d aj} is characterized by its capacity for modification by 
qualifiers such as very, rather, quite, and by more and most. Example: 

A rather faded tapestry hung over the fireplace. 



The Suffix {-d pp}

The verbal {-d pp}, on the other hand, does not accept such modifiers. We 
would not, for example, say: 

*The very departed guests had forgotten their dog. 

The seems test for adjectival {-ing aj} is applicable to adjectival {-d aj}; 
for example:

 “The tapestry seems faded.” but not *“The guests seem departed.” 







The Suffix {-ly}

The adverbial derivational suffix {-ly av} is added to most adjectives to 
form adverb of manner as in rich, richly; land, kindly; formal, formally; 
happy, happily. A small group of adjectives does not this {-ly av}, among 
them big, small, little, tall, long, fast.

The adverbial {-ly av} has as a homophone the derivational suffix {-ly aj}, 
an adjectival morpheme that is distributed as follows: 

1. It is added to monosyllabic nouns to form adjectives that are inflected 
with -er, -est. Examples: 

love, lovely; friend, friendly; man, manly 



The Suffix {-ly}

2. It is added to nouns to form adjectives that are not inflected with -er, -est. Like: 
king, kingly; beast, beastly; scholar, scholarly; mother, motherly, leisure, 
leisurely 

3. It is added to a few adjectives, giving alternate adjectival forms that are also 
inflected with - er, -est. Like: dead, deadly; live, lively; kind, kindly; sick, sickly 

Here the adjectives kindly and lively are homophonous with the adverbs kindly 
and lively, which end in {-ly av}. For example, we see the adverb in She spoke 
kindly  to the children, and the adjective in She was the kindliest woman in the 
village.

 

4. It is added to a short list of “time” nouns to form adjectives. Examples:              
day, daily; hour, hourly; month, monthly. These are not inflected with -er, -est     
and some of them undergo functional shift to become nouns, like:

He subscribes to two dailies and three quarterlies.
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